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Richard Bruton

Minister for Education & Skills

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to introduce this book aimed 
at Newly Qualified Accountants, which outlines the various career 
opportunities open to you along with useful advice. The role accountant’s 
play is very important in economic development. Your work is vital:

• In supporting business Start-ups

• In guiding investments

• In developing the business

• In maintaining high standards

Ireland has and continues to produce accountants of the highest quality who 
have proven their worth both nationally and internationally. That quality has 
allowed us to build strong internationally trading business in Financial Services. 

The need for your skills remains strong. The focus on international accounting 
standards will stand you in good stead. 

With your role as an accountant comes a responsibility and the business 
community and wider society will look to you now and in the future to shoulder 
part of the responsibility for restoring trust and be a source of certainty and 
robust principles, which I ask that you carry with you as you develop your career. 

Finally, I would like to thank Lincoln Recruitment Specialists for producing this 
booklet that will no doubt be of invaluable assistance to you through the next 
few years of your career.

I wish you well in your chosen career, 

Foreward
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Career Advice Tip #1

Invest time now in understanding the 
corporate landscape.

This initial investment in time will help 
you in finding the right role in the right 
organisation, which is the key to a fulfilling 
career.

Welcome to the Lincoln Recruitment Specialists 
Definitive Guide for Newly Qualified Accountants 2019

At Lincoln, we understand that as a newly qualified accountant you’ll want to make an informed decision  in respect 
to your next career move. Your academic background along with the technical skills developed throughout your 

training has equipped you well for future career opportunities. The options available to you are considerable and 

the area you choose to go into should be one that you will enjoy, that will play to your strengths and set you on 

the path to achieving and fulfilling your long term career aspirations. 

As a starting point, this guide will give you a clearer idea of the options available to you, including:

• An complete overview of the corporate landscape available to a newly qualified accountant

• The key roles and sectors that a newly qualified accountant can typically move into

• An outline of the salaries by role and sector available to a qualified accountant as their career progresses

• Tips and advice on how to progress in these roles

We endevour to  shed some light on the corporate landscape and kick starting a new way of thinking about 

accounting and finance careers helping you to make more informed decisions.  We hope to help you to find the 
right role in the right sector and organisation and ultimately guide you on the beginning of a fulfilling career in 
Accountancy and Finance. 

Lincoln Recruitment | Welcome

Making the 

Right Decision
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Career Advice Tip #17

Passion is the difference between having a 

job and having a career.

You can be comfortable in your career

 or extraordinary
    which one are you going to be?
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What Successful Accountants 

Do Differently

What makes an accounting professionals career exceptional? Is it their intellect, charisma or good luck? What do they 
do so differently? Is keeping up to date with technical aspects enough? We share our thoughts on what successful 
accountants who climb the career ladder and fulfill their professional potential do differently —they aim for the 
‘remarkable’. 

Becoming remarkable.

Create and nurture a unique personal brand

Successful professionals place importance on creating, building and nurturing their unique personal brands but moreover, 

they focus on being persistently remarkable. The intention of any efforts in personal branding is to create a memorable 

impression of the unique characteristics you possess that set yourself apart from the crowd. Remarkable marketing is the 

art of building things worth noticing from the outset, with your primary asset - your personal brand. By clearly identifying 

and communicating what makes you different from the masses, you become memorable and attractive to your peers, but, 

the key to success is to find a way to stand out, to be different in a world in which it is becoming increasingly difficult to be 
heard, one in which we’re bombarded with noise, information and messages.

Personal branding is about making a full-time commitment to the journey of defining yourself as a leader and ‘voice of the 
industry’ and how this will shape the manner in which others will perceive you. Don’t just ask different questions, do something 
different. Prune your message and build a reputation that’s unique and remarkable. This is the only strategy that builds an 
asset of value. 

Obtain a breadth of experience

Your expertise in your professional field speaks for itself, what really helps you to move forward in your career is a broader base 
of business skills and experience. The skills that got you your most recent promotion will not get you to the next promotion. 

In other words, accounting and finance professionals who continue to seek opportunities to learn and up-skill will continue 
to outperform their peers. The remarkable professional will seek to expand their experience, skill set and network on an 

ongoing basis. This is generally known but the tricky part can be choosing the skill sets you improve or learn. Be open to soak 

up experiences from as many sources as possible. When you are considering new roles and projects, be hungry for gaining 

experience in areas outside your comfort zone as you grow and develop. If you get the opportunity to travel and fast track 

your career, consider it. Larger companies may offer secondments to other departments or even subsidiaries in other countries. 

Consistently seek mentorship

The importance of finding a mentor, someone who has ‘been there’, to help guide you in your career has been well documented 
as being great catalysts to take your career to the next level. Success breeds success, and the person being mentored gains 

from the advice and counsel and even access to others via introductions, etc. But, in aiming for the remarkable, the search 

for mentors doesn’t stop after becoming established: There’s immense value in learning from others throughout your career. 
Mentors come in all shapes and sizes,  and you can reap the benefits of getting different perspectives. When you’re starting out, 
you need a mentor you can look up to, but later in your career, you’d benefit from getting a fresh perspective.
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Know their vision

Successful careers don’t just happen overnight. If you take a look at some of the biggest achievers in the Accounting and 
Finance arena, you can be certain that a high degree of planning and foresight is behind every move. One thing they all have 

in common, whether they choose to admit this, is that they are clear about direction. It’s vital that an ambitious finance 
professional forms a career plan early on and subsequently only looks for career moves that will enhance their CV in a way 

that enables them to achieve what they want. When considering a career move, think in terms of what it will add to your 

resume in the eyes of a future employer. Ask questions like; Does this role show progression from one job to the next? Does 
it give you the option of enhancing your skill set? Is the company in the right sector and of the right size for you? Always 
look for ways to expand your mind and your experience. Spread your vision. Think bigger and take action, but always keep in 

mind what is most important to you.

Master communication and the art of storytelling

Simply put, successful accounting and finance professionals communicate more. As accounting professionals move up 
through the ranks their role can change from a focus on reporting information, to an emphasis on the ability to communicate 

this information. They spend a significant amount of time in discussions, both formally, as part of management meetings, and 
informally, through one-on-one conversation. Senior accounting professionals are increasingly seen as another public face of 

the company in stakeholder communication, as they discuss issues such as key business drivers, risk and governance related 

matters, supported by relevant metrics. Successful professionals at this level are storytellers. They succeed because they 

weave narrative among the facts and are effectively able to deliver these key messages to a wide range of differing people. 

These will include cross functional people from different disciplines, so the ability to explain complex concepts to a group of 

people from areas as varied such as marketing, operations and HR is vital.

Developing good communication skills comes with practice. Part of this journey is about becoming a leader with a focus 
on listening, connecting and communicating vision. Look for ways in your current role that your department has to present 

information and volunteer for the task. Seek clear, focused and honest feedback from your peers. 

Staying ahead of the curve

Fast paced technological innovations will continue to create a tsunami of changes in the accounting and finance world. 
Remarkable people consistently seek ways and means to get, and stay, ahead of the curve. They are resourceful individuals 

who have the courage and ability to look beyond traditional domains, and who are prepared to invest for the future to 

stay ahead of the curve. 

Beyond the financial aspects, the successful accounting professionals of tomorrow will help shape strategy, drive innovation, 
harness technology, and, most importantly, create value to support and sustain the business over the long term. Tap into 

non-traditional teachers by surrounding yourself with people outside of your industry, in a different geography perhaps, 

and talk to them about their perspective on various issues. This will put you in the driver’s seat of deep and insightful 
conversations. Challenge yourself and really think about providing and delivering innovative, creative solutions to everyday 

problems. Today, more than ever, there is a real opportunity for the finance and accounting teams to supercharge their 
companies with continuous exciting developments in the cloud, mobility and analytics. After all, part of what it takes to 

do something remarkable is to do something first, and do it best. 

The bottom line
Something remarkable is worth talking about, worth paying attention to. Your career success is never guaranteed but if you 

can strive for the remarkable in every aspect of career, you have a greater chance of success. 
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Industry and Commerce arena covers a vast number of sectors and a variety of different roles for the newly 

qualified accountant.  Quite often the responsibilities behind a role will depend on the size and type of an 
organisation. Regardless of what area you trained in, you now have the expertise to move across sectors 

and choose a role that will assist you in achieving your long term career goals. Moving from a Practice 

background to Industry and Commerce provides you with the opportunity to further develop the core 

competencies developed throughout your training contract in a rewarding and challenging environment.  

Variety and Size
Corporate environments within Industry and Commerce in Ireland range from Irish and International PLC’s and 
multi-national firms to the indigenous small and medium sector (SME). This wide variety of industries attracts 
many accountants and the skills you acquire are highly transferable between different sectors allowing for a 

flexible career path. In many cases moving within Industry can be achieved with more ease than moving from 
Industry to Banking. Industry and Commerce firms offer accountants the ability to gain broad coverage of the 
business and develop commercial knowledge. 

Sectors 
The main sectors in Ireland include: 

• Retail 

• FMCG

• TELCO

• Technology

• Sciences

• Manufacturing 

• Energy / Utility 

• Service Industry 

• Media 

Consideration should also be given to the choice of locations of various sectors. Typically, Professional Services 

and Marketing / Media / Advertising organisations are based in the Dublin area. A number of multi-national 
Pharmaceutical / Biotechnology firms are based in Cork, Galway and other regional locations, while sectors like 
FMCG have a cross-regional spread. 

Many positions within Industry and Commerce can lead to general management roles in the medium term. This 

is a common route in the SME sector. 

Roles available to newly qualified accountants 
There are a variety of roles across all sectors within Industry 

and Commerce, including: 

• Management Accountant 

• Financial Accountant 

• Financial Analyst 

• Group Accountant 

• Internal Audit 

• Project Accountant 

• Systems Accountant 

• GL Accountant 

Lincoln Recruitment | Is Industry and Commerce for you?

Is Industry  

& Commerce for you?
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Career Advice Tip #2

Find a mentor, someone who has “been there”

Find a mentor at work through your network – A 

good way to get ahead is to make the most of the 

knowledge & experience of others especially those in 

the same or similar job you aspire to.

For more information on potential 

opportunities in Industry & commerce contact:

Matthew Roberts ACCA, of Lincoln Recruitment              

on 01 661 0444 / mroberts@lincoln.ie
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Management 

Accounting

Lincoln Recruitment | Management Accounting

Management accounting is internally focused, providing management with financial and 
operational information on areas such as revenue, costs and budgeting for business decision 

making and cost control purposes. 

Reporting is usually produced on a monthly basis to assist management in the identification of 
trends or sudden deviations in financial information. Other areas in which you will be involved 
include: 

• Cost Analysis 

• Competitor Analysis 

• Tender Preparation 

• Cost reduction projects 

• Investor Appraisal 

In addition to the production of these reports, with experience, a management accountant will 

be expected to present and offer views to senior management to allow them make informed and 

strategic business decisions. 

In many large organisations these positions are located within a Financial Planning & Analysis 

team, which feeds directly into the Head of Finance but may have a matrix reporting line into a 

Commercial Director. In the SME sector, the management accounting and financial accounting 
functions are often combined. 

Why choose Management Accounting: 

Ideal candidates will be more commercially 

minded and have a real interest in developing 

financial / business modelling, analysis and 
presentation skills. 

A selection of roles include: 

• Management Accountant 

• Systems Accountant 

• Project Accountant 

• Finance Manager

• General Management 

• Project Management 

• Consulting 

Looking to the future: 

• Finance Director 

• Commercial Director 
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Analysts are a critical requirement for organisations as they monitor current and future profitability, cash 
flow and working capital. They are usually employed in medium to larger sized firms to assist in commercial 
decision making. 

A Financial / Commercial analyst position can be combined with a Financial Accounting or Management 
Accounting position in the SME sector. 

Analyst roles usually sit within the finance team, where you will work closely with other finance 
professionals whilst developing business relationships within senior managers in operating departments 

and the Managing Director. Analysts support the financial planning and analysis processes critical to 
improving business performance. 

Why choose Financial / Commercial Analysis? 

Working with management provides excellent exposure to the commercial side of a business and can lead 

to career progression in operational areas within an organisation. 

Qualified accountants who work in this area usually have a high business acumen with strong numerical 
ability, a real interest in the wider commercial environment and may have a more general business related 

undergraduate degree. 

A selection of roles includes: 

• Financial Analyst 

• Business Analyst 

• Commercial Analyst 

• Cost Accountant 

• Project Accountant 

Looking to the future: 

• Head of Financial Planning 

• Operations Director 

• Commercial Director Career Advice Tip #3

Engage in training and education. 

Transferable skills will afford you extra flexibility in your future 
career, so always avail of the opportunity to upskill along your 

journey

Financial & 

Commercial Analyst

For more information on 

potential opportunities in 

this area contact Cliona 

Lyons on 01 661 0444 / 
clyons@lincoln.ie
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Financial accountants prepare, analyse and report on all financial information and 
prepare: 

• Profit & Loss Accounts

• Balance Sheet

• Cash Flow Statement

• Consolidated Reports 

• Finance / KPI Analysis 

• Statutory Accounts 

Why choose Financial Accounting? 

Qualified accountants who choose this career path usually have a preference for a more 
technically oriented reporting role and this will provide you with a skill-set that is easily 

transferable to different companies across international locations. 

Career Advice Tip #4

Focus on your strengths and what you are passionate about. What do 
you enjoy most,  and show a flair for? If you are good at something you 
should do more of it.

Looking to the future: 

• Chief Financial Officer 

• Head of Financial Planning 

 

Financial Accountants are responsible for producing the financial statements for an organisation and play an integral role within the business. Firms 
quoted on stock exchanges must publically report their accounts on a quarterly basis. Alongside this, financial reporting is also required for internal and 
external stakeholders.  

Financial accountants can also be of real assistance to voluntary organisations such as charities and non-profit bodies (including sports clubs and associations) 

Financial 

Accounting

A selection of roles include: 

• Financial Accountant 

• Systems Accountant 

• Project Accountant

• Financial Controller 

• Finance Manager 

• Financial Planning 

• Group Reporting 

• Treasury & Tax 

• Consulting
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An Interview With

Jonathan O’Connell 
Senior Director - International Finance

DAQRI

Give a brief overview of your career to date:

I am a Chartered Accountant, trained in PWC, and I have worked in TV3, Google, Facebook AdRoll and now 

DAQRI.  I have worked in high-growth fast paced tech companies with vibrant and complex environments. 
Area’s of focus for me have been Financial Reporting, Finance Operations and Compliance. In recent years, 
I have had good exposure to investor relations and strategic planning. I have successfully moved from a 

Financial Accountant to Senior Director in 12 years. 

What attracted you to a career in finance in industry?

I originally moved from Practice to Industry because I enjoy working in a dynamic industry with interesting 

products. Finance is a central support function that allows business to operate and scale. Financial Information 

can then be used to make strategic decisions and I enjoy being part of a business strategy.

Why did you think you suit a career within finance?

You need to be dedicated, organised, professional and flexible. I like working with cross-functional teams and 
also managing projects. I love giving the business relevant data that tells the story and allows them to make the 

correct decisions.

What do you enjoy about your current role?

The variety, much of my time is spent in research and develpoment, solving operational issues, ensuring the 

business is compliant and giving DAQRI the support that it needs to scale. I love working with an eclectic mix 
of people as I believe diversity is important. My current role allows me to work on new product role outs, tax 

strategy, operational efficiencies and standard reporting. 

What advice would you give someone who was considering a career in Finance?

Work hard in University and try get into a reputable training firm. It remains with you for life, the learning 
experience is invaluable and the network of people vital to your future career success. When finished the 
training contract, stay with a plan to become partner or get into Industry. Get into a company that has growth 

plans, innovative products and smart people. Be organised and resourceful, never be scared to admit you don’t 
understand something, and find someone who does understand!”

Lincoln Recruitment | Interview

“
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Tax

Irish firms and Multinational Companies based in Ireland regularly recruit Tax 
accountants from practice as the experience and knowledge gained during 

your training contract is highly regarded.  The low corporate tax rate offered 

to firms in Ireland has been hugely beneficial to the Irish economy. As a result, 
this has sustained the demand for qualified tax accountants.

As a tax consultant within an organisation you will specialise in the tax of 

their operating sectors and markets.  You will become involved in planning tax 

liabilities and optimising tax efficiencies and strategies for the organisation. 
Tax accountants work closely with other finance professionals and 
provide advisory services to corporate clients and departments within the 

organisation. There is a great deal of interpretation and complexity around 

tax so excellent communication skills are required in order to discuss this 

technical information when advising and discussing tax implications with the 

business. 

During your training and early years you may have developed a strength 
and interest in one particular tax-head and many astute newly qualified Tax 
professionals carve out a specialism that can help accelerate their career.  

Typical examples are VAT, Global Mobility Tax , Corporation Tax. You may 

also prefer to choose between becoming a tax compliance specialist or a tax 

advisory specialist depending on your strengths. In industry a tax position can 

often go hand in hand with International Tax and Transfer Pricing focus which 

is a growing area in recent years also. 

Lincoln Recruitment | Tax

Why choose Tax? 

Variety and choice are some of the attractions to a career in 

Tax, as tax consultants can move from practice to industry 

or financial services. Within each of these areas, the role will 
differ and bring its own opportunities. Working in practice 

brings diversity through working with a variety of firms, 
however many tax professionals relish the challenge of 

working in-house for one company, providing advice on  a 

wide range of tax areas whilst also getting involved with the 

highest level of business. Furthermore, tax consultants benefit 
from the ability to work in a variety of roles throughout their 

career, both nationally and internationally. 

The AITI qualification is a prerequisite for tax positions. 
However, there is now an alternative tax qualification 
available to Chartered Accountants in Ireland. Additional 

finance qualifications may also be advantageous. 

A selection of roles include: 

•  Tax Accountant 

• Tax Advisor

• Tax Compliance Manager 

• Tax Manager 

Looking to the future:

• Global Tax Director 

• EMEA Tax Director 

• Finance Director 
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Internal Audit is a crucial and integral part of the finance function of all 
medium to large size organisations.  It has become an integral function in 

recent years given the heightened focus on effective corporate governance 

practices and internal controls. It’s main duties include reviewing:

• Risk management

• Business processes

• Control functions

• Governance processes

Internal Audit covers the operations of an entire organisation and is also 

referred to as internal consultancy or risk review. The Internal Audit function 

ensures that adequate controls exist throughout an organisation. This involves 

identifying key business risks and working with management teams to find 
effective solutions. 

Why choose Internal Audit? 

Internal Audit is an excellent entrance into industry for newly qualified 
accountants as it provides a broad overview and business exposure to the 

various departments within an organisation whilst also affording a newly 

qualified accountant with the opportunity to utilise the skills gained 
throughout their training contract.

As an Internal Auditor, you will work closely with internal stakeholders 

including senior management, whilst carrying out effective review of the 

financial, commercial and operational aspects of an organisation, often in an 
advisory capacity. 

Internal 

Audit

Lincoln Recruitment | Internal Audit

Looking to the future:

• Head of Internal Audit 

• Management Consultant 

• Finance Director 

Travel is another benefit depending on the size of the organisation.  As 
Internal Audit needs to visit each business area, travel to other offices and 
international locations is quite common.

Qualified accountants will normally need to have external audit 
experience, preferably in the relevant industry with excellent interpersonal 

and communication skills as you will be working closely with senior 

management. There is a growing trend in the Irish market for newly 

qualified accountants with additional languages such as Spanish, German 
and French. Irish PLC firms and international multi-national’s are driving 
this trend given their presence in international markets. 

A selection of roles include: 

• Internal Auditor 

• Group Internal Auditor 

• SOX Accountant 

• Internal Controls Manager 
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Compliance 

& Risk

Compliance and Risk are key growth areas in both Financial Services and 

Industry. Due to the increasing amount of regulation being introduced 
and scrutiny that firms are coming under from regulatory bodies, firms are 
consistently looking for new talent to enhance their second line control 

functions.   

Due to the growth in demand for both Compliance & Risk professionals, 
we are seeing a significant trend for Financial Services firms, in particular, 
to look at newly qualified accountants to hold certain control function 
roles. Qualified accountants, for example, are in demand within Compliance 
Monitoring functions. Prudential Regulation is also a growing regulatory 

pressure in the Financial Services sector with most firms looking for qualified 
accountants to hold key positions in this area.  

Why choose Compliance & Risk? 

There are excellent opportunities in the field of Compliance & Risk for newly 
qualified accountants to diversify their careers. Compliance and Risk are both 
varied and highly visual departments in organisations and a role in this area 

will provide you with exposure to Senior Management, Regulators and other 

external bodies.

There is strong demand for qualified accountants in these areas given the 
core competencies developed throughout your training. Strong monitoring, 

relationship building, analytical and controls experience will be required in 

roles within Compliance & Risk functions. This is a challenging area given its 

prominence and visibility across any organisation and excellent interpersonal 

and problem-solving skills, therefore, will ensure that you excel in this 

environment. 

In order to advance your career in Compliance, we would recommend that 

you pursue a qualification with the Association of Compliance Officers in 
Ireland. Similarly, if you were considering moving in to a Risk Management 

role, a qualification with either PRMIA or GARP would be most valuable to 
help you achieve your career objectives. 

Career Advice Tip #5

Plan any future career moves meticulously. 

Successful careers in the Accounting & Finance 

arena dont just happen - A high degree of 

planning & foresight is behind every move.

Lincoln Recruitment | Compliance & Operational Risk

For more information on potential opportunities 

in the area of compliance contact Donal Whelan 

of Lincoln Recruitment Specialists on  

01 661 0444 / dwhelan@lincoln.ie

A selection of roles include: 

•             Compliance Monitoring Officer

•             Credit Risk Manager

•             Risk & Control Officer

Looking to the future: 

•             Head of Compliance 

•             Chief Risk Officer 

•             Head of Enterprise Risk
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Corporate Finance is a broad term that is used to collectively identify the 

various financial dealings undertaken by companies and the tools, methods 
and analysis used to make these decisions. 

The term corporate finance is also associated with investment banking, 
where corporate finance professionals work to evaluate a company’s 
financial requirements and raise the appropriate type of capital that best fits 
those requirements. Therefore, Corporate Finance has become synonymous 

with capital-raising to create, grow or acquire businesses. Examples of these 
transactions are Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A), Management Buy Outs 
(MBO’s), Equity fundraising and Initial Public Offerings (IPO’s). 

Why choose Corporate Finance? 

This is an attractive career path for newly qualified accountants as depending 
on the size of a deal, you will gain exposure to senior decision makers and 

high profile firms. There will usually be a number of qualified accountants 
working on a part of the deal. You will assist in the review, negotiation and 

execution of acquisition activity. This is regarded as the blue ribbon area for 

accountants as deals can be in hundreds of millions, often billions. 

This is usually a highly desirable area for qualified accountants. Usually, only 
those with excellent academics, such as 1st class honours degrees and first 
time passes in accounting exams are accepted. However, as the demand is 

so high for this area, psychometric testing is used regularly so candidates 

need more than just excellent exam results. Strong technical skills are 

also a prerequisite for a career in Corporate Finance as financial modelling 
and analysis of company data and commercial drivers are required for the 

execution of deals. Career Advice Tip #6

Every organisation loves a problem 
solver. Try to think outside the box and 

bring innovative and create effective 

strategies to solve everyday problems.

Corporate 

Finance

Lincoln Recruitment | Corporate Finance

A selection of roles include: 

• Corporate Finance Executive 

• Investment Analyst 

• Business Development Analyst 

• Consulting 

Looking to the future:

• Head of Internal Audit 

• Management Consultant 

• Finance Director 
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Step 1:  Write down your primary career interest.

  Tip: A primary career interest is usually described in terms of a general vocation. 

  For example, “My primary career interest is accounting within the financial services industry.”

Step 2:  Identify long-term professional goals (including positions desired within the company).

  Tip: Long term professional goals are often conveyed in terms of specific positions (“become a Financial   
  Controller”) or major accomplishments (“write a published industry report”).

  Tip: List any lateral moves or promotions that will help you meet your long-term professional goals. For   

  example, from a Audit Trainee to Internal Audit Manager, and finally to Financial Contoller.”

Step 3:  Identify the short-term goals that contribute to long-term interests and the challenges that   
  must be overcome in order to reach these goals.

  Tip: Identify barriers, personal and external, that prevent you from accomplishing your short-term goals,   

  then create ways to overcome them. 

Step 4:  List 2-3 activities that will help you reach each goal. 

  Specify how you will accomplish the activity, including any resources you might need, and when you will   

  start and finish it. 

   

Step 5:  Describe tasks in your current job that are contributing to long term goals and that you   
  would like to emphasise or perform more frequently.

 

Step 6:  Write down any additional skills, knowledge or experience you would like to acquire that   
  may directly or indirectly help you in your current job or future positions.

The foundation of all career development plans, as 
with any planning is the writing down of a series of 
steps that takes you from where you are now to where 
you want to be. 

Formulating 

  A Career 

  Development Plan
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  For example, “My primary career interest is accounting within the financial services industry.”

  Tip: Long term professional goals are often conveyed in terms of specific positions (“become a Financial   
  Controller”) or major accomplishments (“write a published industry report”).

 

  example, from a Audit Trainee to Internal Audit Manager, and finally to Financial Contoller.”

 

 

 

  start and finish it. 

 

 

Congratulations to all on completing your final exams and now 
embarking on the next phase of your careers. 

As a keen sportsman I have a tendency to relate things back to sport, even in 

my own professional career I find myself referring back to my learned skill set 
which includes reflection, evaluation and planning. After every season I always re-
calibrate and start to plan for the new journey ahead. Similar to a new career or a 

career change, you identify what went well, what you could improve on to build 

on your successes and learn from your failures going forward. 

Then, the next step, the most important in my opinion—create a plan of attack 

by breaking down tasks into specific actions to reach future goals. This could be a 
useful exercise to perform, assisting you in figuring out what you want to do in the 
next 3 years of your career. What does that trajectory look like? 

Whether it be sport or business I am a strong believer in striving to be the best 

you can be. A great way to do this is to set yourself targets and identify actions 

that you need to take to reach your targets. By doing this you know where you 

want to go and how to get there. Challenging yourself to do this will move you 

out of your comfort zone and embark on a journey to be the best you can be. It 

is easy to be a passenger in your own career and go with the flow, but by doing 
this it allows you define what your career trajectory might look like. After this you 
have to commit to it and make it happen.  

I believe that both sporting and professional careers are based on the premise that 

all success has a plan and a structure, and when you understand that structure and 

practice it deliberately, great results can be achieved.

Go be your best !

An Interview With

Paul Flynn 
Dublin GAA & Lincoln Recruitment

Lincoln Recruitment | Interview - Paul Flynn

If you are not giving this world 

             your best

   
 which world are you saving it for?
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 Career Advice Tip #8

Avoid being pigeon holed.

Understand your growth and development 
path early on to avoid being trapped in 

a role with limited growth and upskilling 

Lincoln Recruitment | Testimonial 

“

Interview

Michael Moriarty       
Head of Finance - Central Remedial Clinic

Michael Moriarty is the winner of the Early Career Accountant 
of the Year 2017. The Irish Early Career Awards is an awards 
ceremony celebrating early career achievers under the age 
of 35. For more information visit the Early Career Awards 
website: www.earlycareerawards.ie

IRISH

EARLY CAREER

AWARDS

17

Brief overview of your career to date:

I trained as a Chartered Accountant in the tax department of PricewaterhouseCoopers. I got great experience providing tax compliance 
and consultancy services mostly to family businesses and non-profits in the booming years after I graduated in 2004. I wanted to dip 
my toe in the charity sector. So in 2008 I left PwC in order to volunteer as an accountant with GOAL in Sudan. Overseas aid fascinated 
me so after volunteering for a year I returned to Ireland to work with another international aid agency; Plan International Ireland. With 
Plan I spent two and a half years based in Dublin but travelling frequently to west Africa as well as to Haiti and Cambodia to support 
overseas aid projects. I subsequently took on the role of Head of Finance & Administration with the Ana Liffey Drug Project, and I’ve 
spent the last two years as Head of Finance of the Central Remedial Clinic. 

What attracted you to a finance career in industry?

While I was still in school, I recognised accounting as a career that could open a lot of doors. It has allowed me to move into senior 
management roles relatively early in my career. It is also a very flexible career. I was able to move from giving tax advice during the 
Celtic Tiger years, to working in international aid in Sudan, to supporting vulnerable people in inner city Dublin. 

Why do you think you suit a career within finance?

I think I am an effective communicator and collaborator. In the organisations I’ve worked for, the finance function has been an enabler 
for front-line services. I strive to work with colleagues to ensure that the finance function works best to support the overall goals of 
the organisation. 

What do you enjoy about your current role?

The Central Remedial Clinic is over 66 years old and provides vital services for people with disabilities across Ireland. Our staff team 
are experts who are very dedicated to the adults and children who use our services. In my role as Head of Finance I enjoy being able 
to carry out reforms to strengthen the organisation. We have been able to improve financial information to help make better decisions 
inside the organisation. We’ve kept pace with rising expectations and standards for compliance. We have enhanced how we report our 
work and finances to our funders, to our donors, to our staff teams, to the public and to those who use our services.  

What advice would you give someone who is considering a career in Finance?

I would say to them to think broadly about what an accountancy career can bring. You can work across a wide range of roles and you 
can work anywhere in the world. You can pursue a career in the private sector, the public sector, the charity sector or move between 
the three. Once you have succeeded in getting your qualification don’t be afraid to try something new with your skills.
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The Banking industry’s foundation is based on lending to and managing deposits of large 
corporations, small to medium sized businesses and private individuals. As well as a local 

banking market, Ireland has the International Financial Services Centre (IFSC) where over 
half of the world’s top 50 banks have operations. 

Areas of business include: 

• Corporate and Business Banking 

• Leveraged and Structured Finance 

• Private Banking 

• Retail Banking 

• Treasury Management and Dealing 

• Asset Financing and Leasing 

Why choose Banking?  

Qualified accountants have a long track record of successful and varied careers within the 
Banking industry. There are a wide variety of entry roles that can include working with 

Trading and Corporate Banking teams, Financial Control, Management Reporting and Risk      

In order to advise clients, either companies or individuals on financial products, a 
recognised qualification from an educational body must be achieved in order to meet 
the Central Bank of Ireland’s Minimum Competency Requirements. Programmes such as 
the Professional Diploma in Financial Advice (QFA Diploma) meet these requirements. An 
overview of the paths to qualification can be found in Section 18 of this booklet. 

A selection of roles include: 

• Corporate Banking 

• Investment Banking 

• Lending 

• Corporate Restructuring 

• Corporate Finance 

• Management / Financial Accountant 

• Relationship Manager 

• Credit Analyst

Lincoln Recruitment | Banking 

Looking to the future:

• Chief Financial Officer 

• Director Corporate Banking 

• Director Investment Banking 

Banking

Career Advice Tip #9

Become an expert.

Find ways of deepening your 

expertise and narrowing your 

niche in the industry you are in. 

Keep up to date with the latest 
developments in your industry 

and accounting standards that 

impact your role and add value to 

conversations.
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Investment Management entails managing securities such as equities, bonds, currencies, 

derivatives and real estate on behalf of investors. Such investors will typically include 

institutional investors such as company pension plans, high net worth individuals and retail 

clients. 

Types of Investment Management firms include: 

• A subsidiary of a Bank or Insurance company 

• Wealth Management arm of a Stockbroking firm 

• Private Bank 

• Independent Investment Management company 

• Hedge Fund 

Why choose Investment Management?

Qualified accountants have usually entered this sector as an Equity or Credit Research 
Analyst. Analysts work as part of a team to analyse organisations, sectors and economic data 

to support management in making investment decisions. 

As a newly qualified accountant, you will need to have excellent academics and in-depth 
knowledge of financial markets. Strong analytical skills are a prerequisite along with financial 
modelling experience. Usually, analysts in this field undertake the Chartered Financial Analyst 
(CFA) qualification; further details of which can be found in Section 18 of this booklet. 

A selection of roles include: 

• Investment Analyst 

• Investment Manager

• Relationship Manager

• Fund Accountant 

• Wealth Manager

Lincoln Recruitment | Investment Management

Looking to the future: 

• Head of Private Banking 

• Head of Wealth Management  

Investment 

Management

Career Advice Tip #10

Be flexible when you can.

At the beginning of your career you have the time to soak 

up experience from as many sources as possible.  If you 

need to travel to get experience, then do.  If a contract 

position will benefit your cv, then consider it.  If you need 
to update gaps in your education, now is the time to do it.

For more information on potential opportunities in 

Banking & Capital Markets please contact  

Warren Hilton of Lincoln Recruitment Specialists on 

01 6610444 / whilton@lincoln.ie 
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Interview

Edward O’Flynn
Director Equities Trading

Numis Securities

Career History

I had always wanted to become an Equities Trader but took a convoluted route to get into the role. I gained my Chartered 
Accountancy qualification following 4 years as a financial services Auditor with KPMG Dublin. The opportunities 
to move into a front office position were few and far between mainly due to the economic downturn but also due to 
the fact that I predominantly had an accounting background. I moved to London and felt that the most attractive 

alternative to achieve my goal was to take a position in a major investment bank and build on my banking prowess 

and contacts. I joined Barclays Capital London within their risk management team. It was a worthwhile experience 

as it gave me great exposure to the industry and enhanced the appeal of my CV to potential front office employers. 

I then progressed into a position as a Trader at Numis Securities on the cash equities 

desk. The early starts were initially quite difficult to acclimatise to but the added 
incentive of enjoying the position was more than enough to make up for the 

additional pressures. My role entails market making retail stocks on the FTSE 350 
on a daily basis for clients of the firm. It is a pressurised but rewarding environment 
where performance is always acknowledged by superiors - be it positive or negative! 

Though my route into trading was not what some would see as ideal, I do feel that my 

ACA qualification gave me a solid grounding in finance in order to kick on and pursue many 
different routes. If I were to have a choice of career path again, I would not change any of the 

decisions that I have made.”

 Career Advice Tip #11

Have a career strategy. 

Consider where you want to be in 3/5/10 years and plan 
a career path.  If a promotion helps you there, that’s great, 
but if it doesn’t consider other approaches to reaching your 
goal. It can take 2 or 3 moves to get to where you want to 
be, but every role will add to your skill set, every experience 

will be valuable.

Lincoln Recruitment | Interview - Edward O’Flynn

“
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The Funds 

Industry

Ireland holds a unique position in the fund administration world with €2,320 
billion assets under administration and over half of this total, €1,305 billion 

in alternative assets, making Ireland the largest hedge fund administration 

centre in the world and global centre of excellence for fund administration 

services in general. 

Ireland has unrivalled expertise and experience in servicing investment funds 

providing a range of services including fund administration, transfer agency, 

custody, legal, tax and audit services. The type of funds include: 

• Company or Private Pension Plans 

• Unit Trusts 

• Real Estate Funds

• Hedge Funds 

Hedge Funds invest in a wide variety of investment securities including 

derivatives and it is estimated that Ireland is responsible for the administration 

of over 40% of the world’s hedge funds. 

Why choose the Funds Industry? 

Qualified accountants make up a significant number of those employed 
in the Funds Industry. As a qualified Chartered Accountant, you may have 
gained your qualification within the Funds Industry which is very useful as 
the underlying assets within a hedge fund can be highly complex derivative 

instruments so any specific product knowledge built throughout your training 
will equip you well for a role within the Funds Industry.

The Funds Industry will offer you the opportunity to work in finance and fund 
accounting positions in dynamic, international firms operating within a fast 
paced environment. 

The Irish Funds Industry has its own industry body and you can source more 

information at: www.irishfunds.ie  

Lincoln Recruitment | Funds Industry

A selection of roles includes: 

• Fund Accountant 

• Senior Fund Accountant 

• Shareholder Services Manager 

• Corporate Actions Manager 

• Transfer Agency Manager 

Looking to the future: 

• Fund Accounting Director 

• Chief Operating Officer 

• Head of Custody

• Director Fund Services 

• Head of Fund Accounting

Career Advice Tip #12

Research shows that interviewers form an impression of a 

candidate within the first minute of meeting a prospective 
employee. The remainder of the interview is spent confirming 
this view. Take this as your opportunity to shine and 

consistently focus on your strengths.
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 Fund Accounting Director 

 Chief Operating Officer 

 Director Fund Services 

The Irish insurance market is a key sector and major contributor to the performance of the 

Irish economy. Ireland has become one of the significant global Insurance centres of the past 
few years and this growth is forecast to continue. 

There are a number of major Insurance companies that have relocated their European 
Headquarters to Ireland with some setting up Research & Design Centres of Excellence 
throughout the country. The Irish Insurance Industry currently employs over 27,000 people 
with the three main areas of Insurance encompassing: 

• General Insurance

• Life Insurance 

• Reinsurance 

Why choose Insurance? 

As a qualified accountant you can enter the Insurance Industry through in-house finance roles 
such as financial accounting or management reporting. You can also obtain an entry level 
specialist role which requires excellent attention to detail such as a Risk or Financial Analyst. 

Newly qualified accountants with strong mathematical and analytical exposure have had 
successful careers in Insurance. 

The Insurance industry is a truly international industry. As a result, insurance professionals 

quickly develop highly desirable and globally transferable skills so opportunities to relocate to 

other financial centers around the world arise sooner than in other sectors. 

You may find it useful to gain more insight in the Irish Insurance industry. Some useful 
websites include: 

www.iii.ie

www.dima.ie 

A selection of roles includes: 

• System Accountant 

• Project Accountant 

• Regulatory Accountant 

• Financial Accountant 

• Analyst 

Career Advice Tip #13

Network regularly and often. 

They key to long lasting professional relationships with 

peers, influencers and decision makers is networking. 
Develop a systematic approach to networking (such as 
two meetings/phone-calls/emails per week) and stick 
to it.

Insurance

Lincoln Recruitment | Insurance

Looking to the future:

• Chief Financial Officer 

• Head of Risk 

• Finance Director 
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A selection of roles includes:

• Audit Senior - Financial Services

• Assistant Manager - Advisory

• Manager - Transaction Services 

Looking to the future:

• Senior Manager  

• Consulting

• Partner 

Developing Your Career 

In Practice

It may be the last thing on a newly qualified accountant’s mind to move to another Practice 
firm but a significant number of newly qualified accountants move from one Practice firm to 
another or back into Practice after a period of time in Industry.

A number of the larger practice firms, usually based in Dublin, Cork and Galway recruit 
qualified accountants from smaller practice firms and offer faster career growth and 
exposure to larger companies such as plc and multinational firms with potential international 
opportunities. This also provides newly qualified accountants with the opportunity to develop 
strong technical ability in areas such as US GAAP and IFRS. Many accountants who have 
trained in a general practice will look to specialise in one area such as Corporate Finance, Tax 

or Risk and build a career in this area.

Some qualified accountants who have trained in larger firms and who eventually want to 
run their own accountancy practice often move to smaller practices to gain more hands-on 

accounting experience and gain the required 2 years post-qualified experience in order to 
attain a practicing certificate which will enable them to become a partner in their own firm.

Both small and large practices have their own advantages. The biggest change noted by 

practice trained accountants who move into industry or financial services is that they miss 
the variety and client facing exposure of working in practice.

Areas open to newly qualified accountants in large practice firms include:

• Advisory

• Audit

• Corporate Finance

• Transaction Services

• Insolvency

• Tax

Upon completion of training contracts, some accountants may travel, work abroad or move 
to an industry position but may return to an accounting practice as they offer excellent long 

term career opportunities. Accountancy Practice Directors and Partners are industry experts 
and well respected professionals.

Career Advice Tip #14

Always ask for feedback. 

In an interview situation or in your role, it is 

vitally important from a career development 

perspective to ensure that you are always learning 

and performing . Ask for feedback regularly.

Lincoln Recruitment | Developing Your Career in Practice

For more information on potential tax 

opportunities contact Ben Latchford of 

Lincoln Recruitment Specialists:  

blatchford@lincoln.ie, 01 6610444
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International 

Opportunities

Many newly qualified professionals, not just Chartered Accountants, seek to relocate internationally after 
qualifying. Most people will know relatives, friends or colleagues who are currently working abroad or have done 

so previously. For many they will look to move abroad as a rite of passage i.e. having recently qualified they want 
to take 12 months out to travel and gain experience working in a new location / culture. For others they view 
the move internationally as an opportunity to test themselves in an international setting.

A Chartered Accountancy qualification is an internationally recognised qualification and Irish Chartered 
Accountants are viewed as some of the most reputable and technically skillful globally.  

The majority of qualified accountants who relocate tend to move to the UK, Australia and increasingly Canada, 
as the qualifications are extremely similar and it is a well-worn path for Irish accountants. Moving to the USA is 
not as straight forward as there are stringent visa requirements. Australasia is currently the top destination for 

newly qualified accountants offering a wide variety of career opportunities.

Some roles require fluency in a second language such as French, German or Spanish but many countries now use 
English as their primary business language so this will vary depending on country or employer. 

 When looking at an opportunity in another country it is highly advisable to consider the  
 following: 

 1. If this role was in Ireland, would I apply? 

 2. Is this role going to be challenging enough for me? 

 3. Are there career and salary growth opportunities? 

 4. Will this role and experience benefit my long term career aspirations? 

 5. Do I want to return to Ireland to work in the future? 

Lincoln Recruitment | International Opportunities
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There are many qualified accountants who wish to achieve further academic 
qualifications in order to build on their knowledge and expertise gained during 
training. Here are some options available to you:

Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) 

Many qualified accountants choose to move into the investment field. A 
Chartered Financial Analyst qualification increases an individual’s marketability 
and is advantageous for a career change into the investment profession. This 

qualification provided by the CFA Institute is well recognised and highly 
regarded around the world and will provide you with a solid understanding of 

the fundamentals of investment but is notably challenging. The CFA is most 

suitable for those looking to progress into asset management, equity research 

and hedge fund roles. 

More details can be found at: 

www.cfasociety.org/ireland 

Qualified Financial Advisor (QFA) 

Individuals who wish to pursue a career in Retail / Business Banking must 
undertake the Qualified Financial Advisor programme provided by the Institute 
of Bankers in Ireland in order to meet the Central Bank of Ireland’s Minimum 
competency Requirements for those who wish to sell, advise on, or undertake 

specified activities for the following five categories of retail financial products: 
Savings, Investment and Pension Products, Housing Loans and Associated 

Insurances, Consumer Credit and Associated Insurances, Life Assurance 

Protection Products, Shares and Bonds and other Investment instruments.  

More details can be founds at: 

www.iob.ie 

Diploma in Corporate Finance 

Chartered Accountants can avail of this Diploma in Corporate Finance in order 
to enhance their understanding of the analytical tools and techniques used 

when making strategic decisions. This 6 month course can be completed via 

distance learning or in a classroom setting and key modules include financial 
modelling (including practical use), corporate transactions, financing decisions 
and valuation and capital markets. 

More information on this qualification can be found at: 
 www.charteredaccountants.ie 

Continuous Professional Development

CIPD

Lincoln Recruitment | The Eternal Student

Chartered Tax Consultant 

Chartered Accountants Ireland has a Chartered Tax Consultant 

qualification for all Chartered Accountants wishing to 
specialise in Republic of Ireland taxation. 

More information on this qualification can be found at: 

www.charteredaccountants.ie/charteredtax  

Masters of Business Administration (MBA) 

An MBA can be achieved through a part-time or full-time 

programme. This programme is designed to enhance career 

prospects and provides a broad insight into the key functions 

of an organisation whilst developing an individual’s skill set to 
achieve leadership positions in organisations. 

More information can be found at www.mbaassociation.ie 



SALARY TABLES 2019

 Released annually, Lincoln Recruitment’s salary guides give an insight into the current job market and

 related compensation for a variety of job categories and industries. Our guides cover salaries across

 Ireland and are split by functional or sector specialism. The salary data presented has been researched

 thoroughly by our consultants and also take into account current recruitment trends and forecasts for

 the year ahead. Should you wish to receive a free copy of the 2019 salary guide for either accounting

and finance or banking and financial services, please email insights@lincoln.ie
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Finance Director (International Business or plc)  140,000 - 250,000  125,000 – 220,000 

Finance Director (Turnover > €20M)   130,000 - 180,000  110,000 – 150,000

Finance Director (Turnover < €20M)   90,000 - 120,000  80,000 – 120,000

Financial Controller (International Business or plc)  100,000 - 135,000  90,000 – 130,000 

Financial Controller (Turnover > €20M)   90,000 - 120,000  85,000 – 110,000

Financial Controller (Turnover < €20M)   70,000 - 95,000  70,000 – 90,000

Head of Financial Planning & Analysis   80,000 - 110,000  75,000 – 105,000

Group Financial Controller    80,000 - 110,000  75,000 – 105,000

Commercial Finance Manager    70,000 - 80,000  68,000 – 76,000

Finance Manager     65,000 - 75,000  60,000 – 70,000

Internal Audit Manager    70,000 - 80,000  65,000 – 75,000

Internal Auditor     50,000 - 65,000  50,000 – 60,000

Senior Regulatory Accountant    60,000 - 75,000  55,000 – 70,000

Regulatory Accountant    50,000 - 60,000  48,000 – 56,000

Senior Group Accountant    65,000 - 75,000  60,000 – 70,000

Group Accountant     50,000 - 60,000  47,000 – 57,000

Big 4 recently qualified ACA    50,000 - 56,000  47,000 – 52,000

Top 20 trained ACA     45,000 - 55,000  45,000 – 52,000

Financial Accountant     47,000 - 57,000  45,000 – 52,000

Management Accountant    48,000 - 58,000  45,000 – 55,000

General Ledger Manager    65,000 – 75,000  60,000 – 70,000

GL Accountant     45,000 - 55,000  45,000 – 53,000

Cost Accountant     45,000 - 60,000  45,000 – 55,000

Systems Accountant     55,000 - 70,000  50,000 – 65,000

Project Accountant     55,000 - 70,000  50,000 – 65,000

Treasury Accountant     50,000 - 65,000  50,000 – 65,000

Senior Financial Analyst    60,000 - 75,000  55,000 – 70,000

Financial Analyst     50,000 - 65,000  458,000 – 60,000

Industry & Commerce

INDUSTRY & COMMERCE € Dublin € Regional

Lincoln Recruitment | Industry & Commerce
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Chief Financial Officer     160,000 -280,000 

Finance Director     130,000 -180,000 

Head of Taxation     85,000 - 125,000 

Group Financial Controller    85,000 - 130,000 

Financial Controller     85,000 - 120,000 

Senior Internal Auditor     70,000 - 80,000 

Internal Auditor     50,000 - 65,000 

Senior Regulatory Accountant       65000 - 85,000 

Regulatory Accountant    50,000 - 65,000 

Senior Group Accountant    62,000 - 75,000 

Group Accountant     50,000 - 60,000 

Big 4 recently qualified ACA    50,000 - 58,000 

Top 20 trained ACA     45,000 - 55,000 

Financial Accountant     45,000 - 56,500 

Systems Accountant     55,000 - 70,000 

Project Accountant     55,000 - 70,000 

Tax Accountant     55,000 - 67,000 

Treasury Accountant     50,000 - 65,000 

Senior Financial Analyst    62,500 - 75,000 

Financial Analyst     50,000 - 60,000 

Finalist      35,000 - 42,000 

Part-Qualified Accountant    32,000 - 37,000 

Accounts Assistant      28,000 – 35,000 

Payroll Manager     65,000 - 75,000 

Accounts Payable Manager    45,000 - 55,000 

Credit Control Manager    50,000 - 60,000 

General Ledger Manager    45,000 - 60,000 

Accounts Payable Administrator    28,000 - 32,000 

Accounts Receivable Administrator   28,000 - 32,000

Payroll Specialist     35,000 - 40,000 

Accounts Administrator    25,000 - 30,000 

Graduate      20,000 – 26,000

Financial Services

FINANCIAL SERVICES          €

Lincoln Recruitment | Financail Services
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Partner (Salaried)     130,000 -200,000

Director      80,000 - 125,000

Senior Manager / Associate Director   70,000 - 85,000

Manager      60,000 - 68,000

Company Secretary     50,000 - 70,000

Assistant Manager     50,000 - 60,000

Senior      40,000 - 50,000

Semi-Senior     25,000 - 35,000

 

 

Partner (Salaried)     140,000 -200,000

Director      90,000 - 130,000

Senior Manager / Associate Director   70,000 - 85,000

Manager      60,000 – 68,000

Assistant Manager     50,000-60,000

Senior      48,000 - 42,000

Semi-Senior     25,000 - 35,000

 

Head of Tax     90,000 -150,000 

Tax Manager     71,000 - 75,000

Tax Accountant     50,000 - 64,000

Partner (Salaried)     120,000 -170,000

Director      78,000 - 115,000

Senior Manager / Associate Director   70,000 - 75,000

Manager      60,000 - 67,000

Assistant Manager     48,000 – 55,000

Senior      48,000 - 41,000

Semi Senior     25,000 - 40,000

AUDIT

TAXATION - PRACTICE

TAXATION INDUSTRY & COMMERCE

ADVISORY

€

Lincoln Recruitment | Accounting Practice

Accounting Practice
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Credit/Risk Analyst 

Director      120,000 - 150,000

Senior Manager     80,000 - 115,000

Manager      60,000 - 80,000

Executive      35,000 - 50,000

Graduate      28,000 - 30,000

 

Director - Corporate Banking    150,000+

Associate Director     120,000 - 150,000

Senior Relationship Manager    80,000 - 115,000

Relationship Manager     70,000 - 85,000

Assistant Manager     50,000 - 65,000

Graduate/Officer     35,000 - 45,000

 

Senior Relationship Manager    85,000 - 120,000

Relationship Manager     60,000 - 80,000

Assistant Manager     45,000 - 60,000

Graduate/Officer     28,000 - 45,000

Equity Analyst     45,000 - 65,000

Senior Analyst     65,000 - 125,000

Junior Analyst     40,000 - 60,000

Graduate Role     30,000 - 35,000

 

Senior Portfolio Manager    80,000 - 125,000

Portfolio Manager     50,000 - 90,000

Assistant Portfolio Manager    40,000 - 55,000

CORPORATE BANKING

COMMERCIAL BANKING

WEALTH MANAGEMENT - PRIVATE CLIENTS

CREDIT/RISK ANALYST          €

Lincoln Recruitment | Banking

Banking
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Director - Fund Services    130,000 -170,000

Head of Fund Accounting    100,000 - 130,000

Fund Accounting Manager    55,000 - 75,000

Senior Fund Accountant / Supervisor   32,000 - 40,000

Fund Accountant     26,000 - 32,000

Fund Administrator     25,000 - 32,000

Shareholder Services Manager    60,000 - 75,000

Shareholder Services Agent    28,000 - 32,000

Trustee Manager     60,000 - 75,000

Trustee Executive     25,000 - 32,000

Head of Custody     85,000 - 120,000

Custody Manager     50,000 - 70,000

Custody Executive     25,000 - 32,000

Business Analyst     40,000 - 70,000

Senior Product Manager    100,000 – 130,000

Product Manager     65,000 - 120,000

 

 

Head of Compliance     120,000 -150,000

Compliance Manager     60,000 - 80,000

Compliance Executive     30,000 - 35,000

Risk Manager     70,000 – 120,000

Risk Officer     50,000 – 70,000

AML Manager     55,000 - 70,000

AML Executive      25,000 - 32,000

FUND ADMINISTRATION

COMPLIANCE

          €

Lincoln Recruitment | Fund  Administration

Fund Administration
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 Refer Your

Friends Today

 Permanent

Placements

 Temporary

Placements

When we place someone you have 

referred to us in temporary work 

for six consecutive weeks, you’ll be 
rewarded with EUR 150.

If your friend is placed in a permanent 

position, you’ll be rewarded with a 
gift of increasing value depending on 

the number of friends you refer over 

a twelve-month period. Your first 
successful permanent referral will earn 

you EUR 250. You’ll qualify for your 
gift after your friend completes 12 
weeks of permanent work.

In order to claim your prize, simply 

nominate your friend to Lincoln 

Recruitment – make sure you inform 

them first and we will do the rest. You 
can refer a friend by visiting Lincoln.

ie/referral-scheme. We will then get 

to work and once we’ve placed your 
friend in a new role, you’ll be sent your 
gift.

We are always growing our network of high calibre accounting 

and finance candidates. Much of this is down to referrals. That’s 

why we’d like to say a big thank you every time you recommend a 

friend, by rewarding you with a gift from us.

Refer a friend

..and share in their success!



The Authors

Lincoln Recruitment Specialists 
Like us you are ambitious: you know exactly where 
you want to go, and we can help you get there. 
Like you, we are collegiate: we share experience 
and expertise.

Established in 2008 and based in Dublin 2, Lincoln 
Recruitment Specialists enjoys a reputation as one 

of the top Accounting and Finance recruitment 

agencies in Ireland. 

We have a team of specialist recruiters focussed 

entirely on placing newly qualified accountants 
in the Irish market. Many of our consultants are 

qualified or part-qualified accountants themselves 
sharing with you industry experience, knowledge 

and expertise. This ensures that we have an in-depth 

understanding of the opportunities available to you, 

paths to success, as well as being well-positioned to 

give the advice you need and partnering with you 

throughout your career journey.

We’ve designed this guide to answer many of 
your questions, however if you’d like more tailored 
advice please get in touch.

Shay Dalton, FCCA 

Managing Director             

Cliona Lyons 

Senior Consultant         

Financial Services Accounting

Jamie O’Riordan 

Senior Consultant                 

Funds & Asset Management

Concepta Cadogan 

Head of Accounting & Finance           

Paul Flynn 

Non-Executive Director                        

Ben Latchford 

Head of Professional Services 

& Advisory 

Matthew Roberts 

Senior Consultant Accountng              

Industry & Commerce

Donal Whelan 

Head of Risk & Compliance

Warren Hilton 
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Capital Markets



Ready to kick start your career? Partner with us today   

 At Lincoln Recruitment Specialists, we’ve been successfully managing the careers 
 of newly-qualified accountants since 2008. So, we’re well positioned to offer you
 the help you need at this pivotal point in your career. Our in-depth experience of

 industry and commerce, banking and financial services and the public sector means
we can give you all the advice you need to make the right decision.

 At Lincoln, we’d like to wish you all the very best of luck in your career journey, and
  we look forward to meeting you at some stage along the way

Shay Dalton
 Managing Director
Lincoln Recruitment

www.Lincoln.ie

Next Steps

PARTNER WITH US

Register your CV with us by sending it to:

 info@lincoln.ie

Call Us:
 +353 1 661 0444

Meet us at:
 5 Fitzwilliam Square, 

 Dublin 2, Ireland



T: + 353 1 661 0444 

A: 5 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin 2

W: Lincoln.ie


